Apologies for X-posting.

Dear all,

Please find underneath the last POLLEN newsfeed, with news from the various POLLEN nodes.

Enjoy!

_Blog posts_

Tania Murray Li: There is no one trajectory of development, by Irina Velicu
[https://entitleblog.org/2017/05/02/there-is-no-one-trajectory-of-development-tania-murray-li/](https://entitleblog.org/2017/05/02/there-is-no-one-trajectory-of-development-tania-murray-li/)

On ‘the Political’ in Environmental History, by Stefania Barca
[https://entitleblog.org/2017/05/04/on-the-political-in-environmental-history/](https://entitleblog.org/2017/05/04/on-the-political-in-environmental-history/)

Do Bees Produce Value? A conversation between an ecological economist and a Marxist geographer, by Erik Swyngedouw and Giorgos Kallis

Open Letter: Living in Lisbon, by ENTITLE_Collective

Athens 9-11 June, UniverSSE 2017: no one left behind! By ENTITLE_Collective

Negotiating longing and despair as frontier citizens of the Indian State, by Mabel Gergan

Revolutionary Solidarity: Rojava and the International Struggle, by ENTITLE_Collective

_Events_

**Summer University Trier**
The program of the open series lectures that will take place at Trier University (Germany) during the 2017 Summer University entitled “Decolonizing Urbanism: Transformative Perspectives” (6-9 June 2017) can be viewed now here: [https://www.uni-trier.de/index.php?id=62009](https://www.uni-trier.de/index.php?id=62009). The Summer University explores space, power and knowledge in the urban sphere. Speakers will discuss the persistence of (neo)colonial power relations and alternative visions of urban transformations.

Post graduate training day ‘Research methods in global environmental justice’
Friday 23rd June, 2017, University of East Anglia (UEA). Organised by the Global Environmental Justice Research Group from UEA’s School of International Development, this one-day workshop will consider the opportunities and methodological challenges of using a Global Environmental Justice (GEJ) perspective to conduct critical environment and sustainable development research. For more information see here http://bit.ly/2qzFWre. The workshop is free to PGR students at UEA, and the Universities of Essex, Kent, Sussex, Surrey, Royal Holloway, Reading, Goldsmiths, Roehampton, & City University. Fees are otherwise £30 per day for PGR students and £60 per day for all other attendees. To book please email SSF.AdvancedTraining@uea.ac.uk.

3rd Annual FLARE meeting

The FLARE network (Forests and Livelihoods: Assessment, Research, and Engagement) is now accepting abstracts for oral presentations, lightning talks, posters, and workshops for the 3rd Annual FLARE meeting. The meeting will be held in Stockholm, Sweden, September 29 - October 2. **Abstracts are due June 10, 2017.** We are also accepting abstracts for thematic reports around two of the FLARE meeting themes (*Ethics of forest-livelihood policies*, and *Forests, livelihoods, and the SDGs*). These reports are commissioned and co-sponsored by Rights and Resources Initiative. **Abstracts are due June 17, 2017.** More information can be found in the attached calls and on the FLARE network's meeting webpage: [http://www.forestlivelihoods.org/flare-meeting-2017/](http://www.forestlivelihoods.org/flare-meeting-2017/)

**Publications**


Vacancies

An exciting vacancy at Mount Holyoke
We are very excited to be recruiting for a one year faculty position in environment and public health to sit in the department of environmental studies at Mount Holyoke. Please circulate among your networks and feel free to direct any questions to Tim Farnham or myself (contact information below). https://jobs.mtholyoke.edu/index.cgi?&JA_m=JASDET&JA_s=535

There is always more news at the POLLEN website:

Thank you!

Stasja Koot, Bram Büscher and Rob Fletcher
The POLLEN Secretariat
Wageningen University
The Netherlands
politicalecologynetwork@gmail.com
https://politicalecologynetwork.com/